FT2 Series FlipTops™
Bring clean, convenient connectivity to the table

Everything you need at your fingertips
FT2 Series FlipTop™ cable management systems make it
simple to connect at a conference room table or lectern.
All connections and cables are concealed inside beautiful
drop-in industrial designs. And with their highly modular
design, FT2 FlipTops can easily be configured and updated
to meet the specific needs of any meeting space.

Key features
Soft, smooth, and silent
Push a button and the door silently
retracts and disappears when activated

Bright
Highly visible backlit symbols make it
easy to find what you’re looking for

Fast and simple installation
Spend less time under the table

Unobstructed surfaces and views
Pass-through lid allows connections to be concealed
with cables fully extended while lid is closed

Cables back in the table
Touch a button, cables retract

No more power anxiety
40W, fast-charging USB-C™ and USB-A power

Spectacular
Aesthetic design: Two finishes, no exposed screws

A FlipTop to suit every space
Choose a size (Cutout sizes shown)

Choose a finish
Alloy

7” x 3.25
FT2-202

5.75” x 5.75”
FT2-500

7.125” x 5.75”
FT2-700

10” x 4”
FT2-1200

10” x 6.75”
FT2-1400

Black

Choose the right connectivity
Premium Active FlipTop
Supports USB-C charging modules, one-touch or vertical
gravity retractors, pass-through lid, and all active 4K
connector plates. All labels are backlit.
• One-touch retractors with programmable functionality
• USB-A and USB-C can be used simultaneously
• Active connector plates preserves 4K60 4:4:4

Standard Passive FlipTop
Supports AC power, basic pass-through cables, passthrough lid, flush-mount connectors in keystone plates,
and gravity retractors with their precision track and
pulley mechanism.
• Both active and passive support modules*
• High-performance pass-through cables
such as VGA USB, HDMI ®, etc.
• Gravity-assisted track and pulley cable mechanism

*U.S. and International modules

Choose your accessories
Shelves, shrouds, and mounts

Cables

Convenient under table shelf for any FT2 FlipTop,
HDBaseT® transmitter, switch or DMPS. Easily installed
shrouds conceal pass-through cables, gravity retractors,
and the FlipTop itself. Under table brackets allow
retractors to be mounted to the center slots of FlipTops.

High-quality interface cables, like Stereo Audio, Audio,
Mini-TRS, DVI-D, HDMI, RCA, and VGA, for connecting
devices. See the FlipTop Configurator for full list.

Power supplies
An additional power supply (FT2A-UTK-PWR) can be
added to support installations using two USB Rapid
Charging Modules.

A perfect fit
FT2 FlipTops are designed to fit in same industry
standard cutout size as other major manufacturers
and install and/or upgrade in a fraction of the time.

Fits a 5 3/4 x 7 1/8 in. (146 x 181 mm) rectangular cutout

Visit crestron.com/fliptops to learn more
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